Leganto January 2019 Instructor Highlights

Enhancements

- **January 2019 Leganto**
  Send List is now disabled if the instructor has not made any changes since the last time he or she selected the button. Changes that re-enable the button include: add, edit, or remove a citation, add or edit a public note, or add or remove a section or citation tag. Note that this feature only considers instructor activity beginning with this release; the button starts as active for all existing reading lists created before this release.

- **January 2019 Leganto**
  You can now expand/contract the right pane by selecting the expand/contract icon at the bottom of the pane.

Resolved Issues

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00565000
  Part of the citation menu was not visible for the last citation in a reading list. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00567698 00571582 00604979
  A reading list collaborator could associate a list to multiple course even when multiple courses was not enabled. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00589336 00601801
  When navigating between citations using the arrows, the holdings information from one citation appeared in the next citation. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00601024
  When searching for reading lists on the Find Lists page, the course code filter did not consider searchable IDs. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00499014
  An unnecessary semicolon was added before the additional person name in the reading list page when the citation included chapter author. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00618121
  The course code text was cut off and separated from the icon in the Find Lists tab when using Firefox. This was fixed.

- **Jan 2019 Leganto** SF: 00619756 00621236
  Leganto Course Operators could not find lists not associated to courses. This was fixed. In addition, for some institutions, Leganto Course Operators could not see the Publication Status filter on the Find Lists page. This was fixed.